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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You built a form and workflow in Sharepoint or O365 months ago so is your project complete? No! Modern product development is no longer a waterfall with a start and an end: it’s agile with continuous feedback and iterations. This presentation will review some helpful tools to monitor the solutions you’ve developed to ensure they are delivering on their intended purpose and are still providing value. I’ll showcase some real world strategies for gathering metrics, collecting feedback, and testing possible enhancements.  
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Product Engineer
BON SECOURS MERCY HEALTH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Tami Buckman. I am a product engineer for Bon Secours Mercy Health. I have a degree in communication arts and design and I spent 13 years in advertising as a print and web designer before joining Bon Secours Health System with a role in IT. My role with Bon Secours for seven years involved supporting the intranet built on SharePoint. I was a consultant for our intranet, often helping to design solutions for business process automation and communication. I developed custom training for colleagues who create content for our intranet as recorded videos and also in person support. After the merger when my employer became Bon Secours Mercy Health my role altered to focus on user experience design not just for our intranet but for other digital technology solutions. 



About Bon Secours Mercy Health

Health care locations span seven states – Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, 
New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Virginia and two countries, US and Ireland



About Bon Secours Mercy Health

Atlantic Region - Virginia

RICHMOND

St. Mary’s Hospital
Richmond Community Hospital

MECHANICSVILLE
Memorial Regional 
Medical Center

MIDLOTHIAN
St. Francis Medical Center

NORFOLK
DePaul Medical Center

PORTSMOUTH
Maryview Medical Center

NEWPORT NEWS
Mary Immaculate Hospital

RAPPAHANNOCK
Rappahannock General 
Hospital
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Presentation Notes
You may know some of our healthcare facilities located in Virginia. Richmond: St. Mary’s Hospital, Memorial Regional Medical Center in Mechanicsville and also St. Francis in Midlothian. There are also several urgent care centers and physician practices affiliated with Bon Secours throughout the area. In the Hampton Roads area our acute hospitals are DePaul Medical Center in Norfolk, Maryview in Portsmouth and Mary Immaculate in Newport News. 



Questions for the Audience

How many of you in your work role 
develop intranet forms and workflows?

How many of you track and measure 
the success of the intranet solutions 
you build?

How many of you are responsible for 
reporting the success of your intranet 
tools to leaders or colleagues?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you in your work role develop intranet forms and work flows? How many of you track and measure the success of the intranet solutions you build?How many of you are responsible for reporting the success of your intranet tools to leaders or colleagues?I believe no matter what your primary role is with the intranet every role can take time to regularly evaluate what tools we build and celebrate successes or identify areas of opportunity.



This presentation is going to be sweet!!

UX (User Experience) Design

Process Improvement

User Adoption

Lean

Agile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we get started I want to ensure that you know that this presentation is going to be sweet! It’s practically a Whitman’s Sampler of all my favorite topics. User experience design, process improvement, Lean principles, Agile methodology, user adoption. I’m going to share with you some templates and tools that I have developed during my career in website and software design to measure and report the success of what was created. 



What is Product Lifecycle Monitoring?

The practice of routinely measuring the 
performance of a technology solution in order to:

• make continuous improvements

• be proactive in the training and support of users 

• report back to stakeholders the value we 
promised to deliver.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can monitor the results of a new sharepoint site or business process automation form and workflow. 



Structure of Today’s Presentation

• Share a prescriptive approach to product lifecycle 
monitoring

• Walk through some templates I have developed 
for product monitoring and when to use them

• Showcase examples of products that were refined 
after monitoring

• Exercises: Evaluate the state of your company’s 
product lifecycle monitoring program and health 
check for your technology products



Waterfall vs. Agile 

X (User Experience) Design

saigontechnology.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of companies today are moving away from waterfall development and are using an agile approach which offers the opportunity to respond to user feedback and continuously refine and improve our technology solutions. How do we know what to change or what is working well? Our solutions no longer have to be one and done. We can monitor them and refine them. 



Methods to Evaluate a Product

Voice of the Data

Voice of the Customer

Analytics
Support Requests
Bug Reports
Expected Outcomes Testing Results

Observation
Surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 2 main data sources to gather feedback on the performance of a technology solution: DATA: pulling reports or analytics from the tool itself, 3rd party monitoring tools or your ticket system. You should also pull reports from sources related to the expected outcomes you proposed at the start of the project. CUSTOMERL The other main source is from the users. Observe them using the tool, collect user testing results and survey their satisfaction with the tool.



Methods to Evaluate a Product

• Metrics: Were key measures of success defined when 
the project was started?

• Time / Resource Savings
• Productivity Gains
• Safety / Quality
• Process Optimization
• Reduced Cost / Variation 
• Regulatory Requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most likely when you got approval to start the development of your technology solution, you documented how it would improve business. What were those promises of value and changes it would offer? How will they be measured? When? By whom? The list above are very common reasons for creating a technology solution. But define them clearly for your project. If we are promising to save time… how much? Did the old process take 2 hours and our process will take 1? Putting firm numbers to expected outcomes is a concrete way to show whether we are meeting or exceeding expectations. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: Purchased Service Approval process was standardized by using an intranet based form and workflow. The form had several required fields that solved an issue with the previous process: details were communicated by email and key details were missing causing a lot of follow up from the contract reviewers. When the form was changed to a sharepoint form, more of the key details were captured earlier in the process.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This flow document shows the steps of the approval process that were standardized with a Nintex workflow. Automated email notifications to key reviewers based on the nature of the contract and what geography it involved sent the appropriate emails. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
A custom view was created in SharePoint designer to present the contract details in a format that could easily be printed on 8.5” x 11” paper for the committee review.





Expected Outcomes for the New 
Contract Approval Process:
• Decrease time to review contract from 8 

weeks to 4 weeks.
• Reduce capital spending by $500,000 this 

year by recognizing duplicate services. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were expected outcomes that could be measured to show that our efforts to automate and standardize the contract review process were improved by the intranet solution.



Methods to Evaluate a Product

• Analytics: Pull a report from SharePoint, ControlPoint
or other data source

• Time on Site
• Abandonment Points
• Support Requests, Bugs
• Most Popular Content
• Popularity of Help Documentation
• Users: Who is missing? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the analytics in Sharepoint to back up your predictions. Set a schedule to routinely measure and report. 



Methods to Evaluate a Product

• User Acceptance Testing: A scripted test of steps 
to use the product. Each step can either PASS or FAIL

• User Simulation: If actual users are not available, 
use the product as if you are the intended persona.

• Survey Users
• Survey Super Users
• Value Stream Map & Analysis: Value Stream 

Map = the optimal process for interacting with the 
product depicting the people, activities, and information 
flow. 

• Observation: Watch users interacting with the 
product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A variety of methods to capture the voice of the customer (user) and ensure the tool is meeting their needs. 



Product Lifecycle Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This timeline shows an approach for product lifecycle monitoring that starts as soon as the product goes live. There are several measures and reports that I am recommending that I will share with you. All the orange bars are templates that I have created to monitor products that I have designed. I find the opportunity to report to stakeholders and my fellow developers on a regular basis about the tool extremely rewarding. I think sometimes we work so hard for the go live of the new intranet tool or the new site that after that date we move on to other projects. I find a lot of satisfaction in taking the time to report back to the project sponsors and to show my colleagues in real measured results the outcomes of their development. The dates are only suggestions. This example shows us checking in on the project 3 months after go live and giving a report after one quarter has passed. Depending on how many solutions you support, you may generate reports more or less often. You may respond quickly to feedback and create a release quite often. Responses to feedback and findings will be either re-training or adjustments to the tool. 



Product Lifecycle Monitoring

Continuous
Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous slide showed a timeline for product monitoring linearly but of course if we are using Agile methodology the releases and measurements continue cyclically. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first template I will share with you is a one pager, created at the time of go live. Summary of the product. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we intend to monitor this technology solution we’ve just released we’ll want to document these data points. Product name, release date, version, overview description of the site or tool and how long it took to develop.



Purchased Service Approval Process
11      15      11                         6.0

8 months

Standardizing the process for purchased services contract reviews 
with a SharePoint based form of questions that must be completed 
when uploading a contract for consideration by the Stewardship 
Steering Committee which meets monthly. All markets of our 
company use this standard process. Key reviewers in each geography 
support the review of contracts in advance of the committee review.
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Presentation Notes
Document the users for this tool: our typical users as well as the administrative or super users of the tool that have advance rights. Where are these users physically located when using the tool? How many people are using it? Is it a few people or several hundred or everyone in the company? And then of course expected outcomes…. Include here a list of 3-4 measurable metrics that will define success for this tool. List out who created the tool, who supports the took and future plans for this tool. You may want to include the expected life of this tool…. Are we using it for several months or is this a long term tool? This document is great to set the stage for the start of monitoring the lifecycle of this product and also as a communication tool for larger company. Even if other colleagues will never use this tool you have created, this one page overview document showcases innovations your company is creating to improve work. 



Product Lifecycle Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The document on the monitoring timeline is the Product Lifecycle Monitoring worksheet. This is where you will get into the details of the plans to monitor the product. Like most of my creations, it is also a one pager!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that our product is released and hopefully stable, we are going define the tools and set the schedule for monitoring its performance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see at the top we are listing the product name, when it was released and what version. We are giving a quick overview of the tool by listing out its users and functions. The next section encourages us to list out our product owner and sponsors and has boxes to list dates for when you will reconnect with them to review how the product is performing post launch. 
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Presentation Notes
Now we are going to concreting list out what metrics we are going to measure and when. If we think we are impacting productivity… in what way? What numbers can be used? Are we improving quality? Are we saving money? How much? Where are these numbers visible? There is also a key section at the bottom of the document where we can note any support issues we are hearing about, any feedback or praise that we are starting to hear from our users. Once we have defined how we are going measure, when and where, we should start doing it!!! That is so 4 months after go live, we can report out our first metrics. 



Product Lifecycle Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We release the product: announced it in a summary, we completed a worksheet to determine how we will monitor and then one month into our monitoring, we should create an executive update one pager. You can imagine the update document is similar to the release summary but now it is reporting on the outcomes of our monitoring. The monitoring will report the metrics we are collecting and any insights we may have when reviewing the analytics. After the tool has been live for a while it is also recommended to reconnect with the primary users with a survey. Support tickets, analytics and the data our tool has collected will give us insight but a survey is a great way to get feedback in the customers own words. 



What makes a good survey?

• Keep it brief! 4-6 questions.
• Use a Likert Scale (on a scale of 1-5…) to allow 

the individual to express how much they agree 
or disagree with a particular statement.

• Always include “Any comments??” as the final 
question.

• Analyze and act on the survey results!!



Example of a survey:

• Q1 What is your role?
• Q2 On a scale of 1 -5 (with 5 being the highest), 

Rate the following attributes:

Ease of Use vs. Paper Process
Time Savings
Positive Impact on Patient Care

• Q3 How well were your expectations met regarding 
communication, training, and support of the new process?

• Q4 Do you have any additional comments or feedback 
that may help improve this new process?



Example of a survey:

Outcomes of Survey:
• Retraining of front desk staff
• Expansion of training materials to include the Why?
---------------------------------
Outcomes of Survey:
• Alteration of input form to structure the data of 

required fields



Exercise

Are you in need of a Product Lifecycle Monitoring program? 
A program will help you answer the following questions:

• What products may be in need of enhancements?
• What products are past their prime?
• What products have a lot of support requests?
• What products are working well?
• What products are exceeding expectations and you 

want to report that?



Exercise:

Do you have a product catalog? 
(a list of your technology 

solutions?)

Product Lifecycle Monitoring 
Program Evaluation

YES NO

Review the list and determine which 
products may need to be monitored

Create one!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have a list that shows all your technology solutions and their schedule for monitoring?



Exercise: Product Lifecycle Monitoring 
Program Evaluation

Name Age Expected
Life

Dev 
Time

Support 
Resources

# of 
Users

# of Incidents / 
Requests per Month

Date of Last
Review

Purchased
Service 
Approval 
Process

6 years 1 year 8 
months

Purchased Services 
Approval super 
users, Intranet team, 
Support desk

50 2 June 2018

Product Catalog – SharePoint based intranet solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a product list is to quickly show the age and state of your technology solutions. Take a look at the date of the last review and complete a Product Lifecycle Monitoring worksheet for any products that need a review. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This sheet is the tool for a review of the state of your product.



Questions

?
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